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Poverty and Austerity 
Mara Borsi, Lucy Roces 

In order to study the topic of this dossier we interviewed three consecrated persons with various 
experiences. Mother Anna Maria Cànopi, Benedictine Abbess living in the monastery of “Mater 
Ecclesiae” on the island of St. Julius, Sr. Mary John Mananzan, a Filipina of the Missionary 
Benedictine Sisters actively engaged in comparing the treatise on the draft of human beings and 
that of the advancement of the woman, and Sr. Maria Pia Giudici FMA, foundress of the San Biagio 
House of Spirituality in Subiaco. The interviews bring to light the bond between evangelical 
poverty and a of simple, free, austere lifestyle of service to others. Living poverty in consecration 
to God is one way to inhabit the world and to relate to other human beings, to things, to nature.  
 
1. What relationship do you see between your style of life (evangelical counsels) with the good 
news of the Gospel? 

 
Cànopi –Because of their character of free choice, the vows of chastity, 
poverty and obedience lead to a path of radical following of Christ and 
full configuration to him.  They are the narrow way to death to self for 
a rebirth to newness of life, a fully evangelical life, radiating pure, free, 
gratuitous life.  For the world this is an absurdity; for the one who is 
called they are, even before a choice and a commitment, an 
inestimable gift.  
 

In the apostolic letter Vita Consecrata, the configuration to Christ, which is the essence of the 
religious life, comes through the commitment to fidelity to these three vows.  If lived as a bond of 
spousal love, they have a particular sheen in the consecrated soul the mark of the Most Holy 
Trinity, i.e., they are a “reflection of the infinite love that connects the three divine Persons” 
(chastity), “of the total gift of self that the three divine Persons reciprocally make” (poverty), “of 
the loving correspondence of the three divine Persons” (obedience). 
 
The social context in which we frequently find ourselves living our consecration today constitutes a 
permanent threat to our coherence in the observance of the vows professed. 
Living poverty in a consumer oriented society where too many things become indispensible, makes 
denying them heroic. 
 
Eventually, from the spirit of ownership of things we inevitably pass to self-possession with the 
consequent loss of the joy of belonging to the Lord and of participating in the mystery of his 
divesting and offering. 
 
Mananzan-The Good Samaritan is the only credible lifestyle for a Christian, and much more for the 
one who lives his/her consecration.  Thus, emptied of self, he/she is capable of being aware of the 
suffering and difficulties of others.  
 
Giudici- In substance, the Good News of the Gospel is this:  “God so loved the world that He sent 
His Only-begotten Son, so that whoever believed in Him could be saved.” 
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Saved from what?  From lack of meaning and from those attachments (possession of things and 
persons) that close up one’s heart and keeps them from allowing themselves to be saved.  From 
this point of view choosing for a community life marked by poverty, chastity, and obedience, 
means entering into the daily exercise of being free from possessing things (poverty), persons 
(chastity) and the power of the ego (obedience), to sing of life, like the birds of the air who neither 
sow nor harvest, yet God provides for  them. It means believing, concretely, not merely in words, 
in the incomparable salvific power of God. 
 
2.  With regard to poverty and solidarity, what evangelical witness can a religious community offer 
to a world that is at times oppressed by so much misery? 
 
Cànopi- Skyscrapers and shacks, unbridled luxury and atrocious misery, food thrown away and 
people who  die of hunger, a recurrent contrast that is, because of the mass media,  in view of 
everyone. Yet, this bitter observation is the least serious.  There are, in fact, many hidden, but no 
less dramatic forms of poverty:  the spiritual poverty that leads mankind to lose the very meaning 
of life.  The most squalid of poverties, in fact, could hide itself under the most apparent forms of 
wealth.  Every form of poverty requires a specific type of help, but we need to recognize at the 
root the fact that it is not enough to give something, it is necessary to offer one’s self in goodness, 
loving attention, and humble service in all that could be of use to a brother, seeing before all else, 
a brother in every man. 
 
In this regard religious communities  have a vast apostolate to be carried out, not only placing 
themselves directly at the service of the least, the poorest, the most abandoned, but principally  
through the ministry of  prayer and consolation.  Through the service of hospitality and the sharing 
of choral prayer of the lectio divina, conversations and spiritual retreats, the religious community 
could become a tent of hospitality, a “meeting tent” for an encounter between man and God.  Our 
very experience shows us that a growing number of the “poor” who ask for hospitality come to 
seek in our monastery that refreshment that Jesus offers to the weary and oppressed in spirit.  
Frequently people in need of physical and psychological assistance knock at our door because they 
are stressed out by the noise and high level of tension in the environment in which they live.  The 
peace that flows from a common life founded and build on the charity of Christ would be to the 
benefit of all. 

 
Mananzan- The suffering of women challenges and questions my life 
and that of my community.  Participating in programs against the 
trafficking of human beings and working for the ransom of the victims 
of prostitution and abuse has offered a more profound meaning to my 
consecration.  The radical manner by which some commit themselves 
to seek the Truth challenges me to live the vows, in particular that of 
poverty, in a more radical manner.  My community is also actively 
involved in these actions of becoming more sensitive and of 
contrasting abuses and violence.  We express solidarity with the poor 
and persecuted through community witness to poverty and 
compassion. 

 
Giudici- I believe that evangelical witness comes from taking the Gospel words seriously: “Give 
your surplus to the poor”.  The policy of the ants with their diligent collecting cannot be ours.  If, 
like all, we work (and woe to a laziness vested with devotion) the fair strategy of seeing concretely  
that which is to be managed for the common good and that which is to be distributed, perhaps 
establishing contact with determined mission environments where material poverty “cries out” 
forcefully. 
 
3. What is the connection between poverty, service and Christian identity? 
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Cànopi-True Christian identity is its full configuration to Christ, who, in order to save us, “though 
being of divine nature…stripped himself, assuming the condition of a servant” (Phil 2, 6-7).Poverty 
and service coincided in Him.  He is our model.  During the Last Supper, after the extremely 
humble service of the washing of the feet He  said to His disciples: “I have given you an example, 
so that you also may do as I have done” (Jn 13, 15). 
Configuring  one’s self to Christ signifies, therefore, knowing how to say spontaneously in the 
concrete situations in which we live and work: “I have come to serve, not to be served” (cf. Mt 20-
28).In fact, so that the configuration to Christ may be authentic, it is necessary that throughout 
life –not only under some aspect or for a time-it will be lived as a “service”, placing one’s self at 
the disposition for the good of others, rather, becoming a good for others.  We deal not only with 
doing something in favor of others, but of being persons for others, just as Jesus was “for us”. 
This requires a choice for radical poverty; the poverty that is proper to one who is ready to deny 
self for others, always placing them before self.  
 
The consequences are truly revolutionary, but of that peaceful revolution that is evangelical life.  
In fact, whoever lives to be of service to others, avoids competition in rivaling others, does not act 
under the urging of ambition and egoism, and flees hostility, violence and aggression.  He/she 
does not advance in self-righteousness, and is not preoccupied with receiving an exchange for 
what they do. 
 
The Christian identity –much more for consecrated persons-must be characterized by a surplus of 
love that does good gratuitously, always and everywhere, without fear of “losing out”.  Rather, it is 
precisely in the awareness that when others do not reciprocate the good received, one gains more 
on the spiritual level becoming more configured to Christ.  Looking at Him one cannot be content 
at reaching “a certain point”, because He did not pause along the road to Calvary,rather He served 
humanity to the point of being nailed on the cross. From His example there comes the strength to 
go beyond the measures of human “convenience”, accepting not only struggle, but also the 
humiliations that frequently accompany service.  To serve others we need to truly become little, 
poor, and  humble to the point of knowing how to place ourselves at their feet, after the example 
of Christ.  This is the secret of true sanctity. 
 
Mananzan- The Gospel may be summed up as the love toward God and others to the point of 
giving one’s life. Living in this way constitutes the Christian identity that asks us to empty 
ourselves as Jesus did. 
 

Giudici-I think, naturally, of Jesus, the poor man par excellence 
who, being God, stripped Himself even of  
 divine glory, to the point of living as a servant:  “I am among you 
as one who serves”. 
If it is truly  through the Word of God that I meditate, pray and 
seek to live each day, I allow myself to be formed so that I may 
somehow be similar to Jesus, “servant of Yahweh”, it is clear that 
I become that which I am called to be, within, that is, my true 
identity of a Christian and religious woman. 
 
4.  Which errors could a religious community run the risk of falling 
into because of a limited interpretation of poverty?  Which, 

instead, is the style of austerity that leads to joyful sharing? 
 
Cànopi –Within the Church there are different ways of reaching the ideal of poverty according to 
the spirit of the religious family to which one belongs. 
 
It is true for all, however, that poverty in order to be truly evangelical cannot ever be reduced to a 
mere material aspect, but always goes back to its spiritual root, which is the renunciation of self-
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possession.  And it is on this level that the poverty of “lacking something” becomes the source of 
pure joy , the joy of belonging totally to the Lord and of being dependent on His providence. This 
is the poverty of spirit that Jesus speaks of as “beatitude”. 
 
The poverty of a monk who follows the Rule of St. Benedict faithfully has its foundation in the 
renunciation of one’s own will, for a journey of obedience and inner unification.  St. Benedict did 
not hide from the monk the way to be traveled to reach this “simplicity” of heart, this spiritual 
infancy, which is hard and wearying and requires practice, vigilance, continually going against sin 
and, in particular, against the “bad habit” of ownership, the root of so many evils and of many 
difficulties for personal and community life (cf Rule, c.33, 1). 
 
The reason for the complete renunciation of possessions lies in the total offering that a monk 
makes of himself to God.  In fact, he “does not have the right to dispose of his own body and his 
own will” (RB 33, 4). 
 
Such a renunciation of all goods is made once and for always at the time of solemn profession, 
however, so that it may remain pure and total, it is continually renewed.  And it is precisely in this 
daily detachment from self that there is born and grows the “virtue” of poverty.  It is the Holy 
Spirit, in fact, which gives us the “gift of being poor, because it is He that gives us the gift of 
loving and therefore of giving ourselves, of stripping ourselves to fill others to the brim and to be 
filled by them. 
 
The monk is well aware that what he receives is the fruit of the work, struggle and generosity of 
so many other persons. 
 
The bread that we eat each day allows us to humbly discover a precious treasure and to taste a 
more intense flavor, one that not only nourishes the body, but also enriches the spirit.  He thus 
lives in the joy of communion and sharing, in the joy of having all in common with his brothers 
and of becoming himself, a “common good” at the disposition of others.  It was the joy that 
animated the first Christian community (cf, Acts of the Apostles 2, 44-47; 32-35). 
  
Mananzan-Poverty in itself is not a virtue.  Detachment, a simple lifestyle, the readiness to share 
what one possesses and compassion toward the poorest, yes, this is virtue. 
 
In fact, in the NGO that I direct we work so that the poor can reach a level of life that is more 
human and that they may be capable for providing for their basic needs by thus participating in 
the sharing of the goods of the earth that God has destined for all. 
 
In today’s society characterized by an excessive consumerism we must be attentive to the 
distinction between “needs and wants”. 
 
Giudici-There is a renunciation of the personal possession of things. 
This is good.  But it is dangerous to obtain everything for the community with the alibi  
that makes us say “After all, what I have asked for is not mine”.  A “nest” with every comfort can 
allow you to say this with little clarity of conscience.  The style of austerity, instead, moves one 
toward the persuasion that one can do without many things and coincides with the joy of the 
freedom from useless needs that muddies our spirit. 
 
5. Which perception of the relationship between poverty, freedom and power do you actually 
have?  
 
Cànopi- The response to this question can be summed up in all that has been said.  Wherever 
poverty is authentically evangelical, there is certainly an experience of freedom, freedom from the 
chains of egoism and greed, freedom from calculations or from  narrow life programs, freedom 
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from worldly preoccupation, but especially freedom to offer one’s self totally, freedom to run the 
way of the divine commandments, not weighed down by useless burdens, freedom to know that 
we are beloved children of God.  As a consequence, power-every form of power-loses its 
attraction, while the possibility of serving one’s brothers and sisters acquires value, and through 
them we can offer thanks to the Father who, by means of His Son has re-opened the doors of 
Heaven and in the Spirit guides us along the royal road of charity, the only treasure where we can 
find eternal life. 
 
Mananzan-Defending the rights of the poorest people and fighting against corruption and 
arrogance frees one from his/her own preoccupations, places one’s own life at risk. The only 
power that you can exercise is that of your decision to give yourself freely for love. 
 
Giudici-Living, by the grace of God, in a simple environment, in an ancient mountain house, I do 
not have an exact idea of the relationship between poverty, freedom, and power.  At times, 
however, going out to other locations, I have the feeling that these are so excessively cared for 
and have a super decorous appearance that poverty and austerity wither there. 
 
mara@cgfma.org 
amministratoreweb@cgfma.org 
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St. Francis de 
Sales and the FMA 

 
 
 

Graziella Curti 
 
 
 
Don Bosco desired that even in the FMA Institute  the 
explicit and vital reference to St. Francis de Sales 
should be maintained. 
 
Piera Cavaglià’s attentive study indicates the more 
significant sources in this regard. Following her 
indications, we can regain the “why” and “how” our 
founder chose him as protector for our Institute. 
 
From the very origins 
 
Mornese 1872.  After having spoken with Don Bosco, Fr. Pestarino gathered the Daughters of the 
Immaculate for discernment on their vocation.  Before the Rule that was proposed to them, each 
person would decide if she felt called to the new institution. 
 
“On January 29 (1872), the feast of St. Francis de Sales, Fr. Pestarino carried out what has been 
suggested to him by his superior.  Without saying anything extraneous, he gathered those young 
women who lived in the house near the church, together with all the others who lived in the 
village, and repeated what Don Bosco has recommended.  Having recited the Veni Creator Spiritus 
with the crucifix exposed on a little table between two lit candles, they passed on to the voting.  
There were twenty-seven Daughters of the Immaculate present and Angela Maccagno had the 
task of scrutinizer.” 
 
This and other decisive moments for the new institution were placed under the protection of St. 
Francis de Sales.  So it was also for the day of the first religious profession of the FMA (August 5, 
1872).  The father and founder addressed the first religious of the new Institute, recalling St. 
Francis de Sales as a model of delicacy and refinement.  The first Rule of 1878 contained various 
references to St. Francis de Sales.  Also indicated among the texts for spiritual reading Philotea 
adapted for young people.  It was prescribed that they celebrate with particular devotion and 
solemnity the feasts of St. Joseph, St. Francis de Sales, and St. Teresa, the particular Patrons of 
the Institute.” 
 
Affable formator full of goodness 
 
In the articles of the Constitutions on the Mistress of novices, inserted by Don Bosco and fruit of a 
long, pondered revision, one finds implied, but evident, references to St. Francis de Sales when 
dealing with the figure of the formator who must be “affable and full of goodness” and when 
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describing the spirit of the Institute: “Do not forget that the spirit of the Institute is a spirit  of 
charity and gentleness, a spirit of self-denial and sacrifice, and therefore seek to inform and  
animate the Novices with this spirit ,so that when they make profession they will be suitable 
instruments for the glory of God and the well-being of souls.” From the prologue of our 
Constitutions where Don Bosco lists the Virtues proposed for the study of the Novices and the 
practice by the Professed, one can deduce how, in particular, one indirectly refers to Francis de 
Sales when recommending charity as the goal of the education of the woman.  The adjectives with 
which they are presented are significant, as are the goals:  “Patient and zealous charity not only 
toward children, but also toward the young unmarried women and anyone, with the aim of doing 
the greatest good possible for souls.” Even the synthesis of life between contemplation and action, 
between Martha and Maria that concludes the text, becomes a reference, albeit an indirect one , to 
the Bishop of Geneva who succeeded in joining, with great equilibrium, apostolic action  and 
profound union with God. 
 
We glimpse an evident and perhaps intentional reference to the motives for the choice of St. 
Francis de Sales as patron of the Congregation: meekness and gentleness, zeal for the salvation of 
souls through the exercise of charity, synthesis between contemplation and action. 
 
St. Francis de Sales today 
 
During recent years, the FMA Institute has been trying to regain the “Salesian root” of the charism 
thanks to a great stimulus given especially by Mother Antonia Colombo, who in numerous circulars 
pointed out to us St. Francis de Sales as a life model and one of educational method. The 
significant affirmation in her circular of December 24, 1997, is rich in references:  “Don Bosco 
wanted Francis de Sales as model and protector of his mission among youth.  The indefatigable 
bishop of Geneva opened to all, without distinction, the ways of Christian asceticism, showing the 
essence of spiritual life in the love of God (Theotimus). 
 
Our founder was inspired by the humanism and especially by the life of this man with a meek 
heart, animated by the spirit of gentleness, a sure life teacher through personal attitudes, words 
and writing. Love for the Church, nourished by faith in the Spirit that works in history, urged him 
to appreciate the new means of social communication to converse with the culture of his time and 
to permeate the social structures with gospel values, rendering them more humane.” 
 
There are numerous reminders of our protector also in the Formative Plan of the Institute.  
Recently, in the presentation of the Acts of General Chapter 22, la Madre, Sr. Yvonne Reungoat, 
indicating love as the root of the charismatic passion, reminds us of that same “love that 
permeated the existence of St. Francis de Sales”. 
 
m.curti@cgfma.org 
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Testimonies  That Make History 
 
 
Anita Deleidi 
 
From those “exiled on Flores Island”, an inheritance that lasts throughout time 
(December 14, 1877) 
 
“Dear Mother, 
We waited until now to write because of the seasickness that afflicted us…Know, then, good 
Mother, that the journey was happy beyond all telling…After breakfast we went up on deck , and 
this does not mean to say that we worked excessively, but only that one’s head was spinning, 
another had an upset stomach, and so we could not work.  More than once we offered our work to 
the Lord and we slept…Yet, we forged ahead and taught catechism…”1

 

After a month-long journey, the first news from the missionaries quarantined on Flores Island, a 
short distance from Montevideo, arrived in Mornese.  It was a fresh, familiar, almost naïve 
conversation:  “They call it Flores Island, but  actually there are three islands that are joined.  On 
the first there are other “quarantines”; on the second we find ourselves and also many  snails and 
snakes-never mind flowers!  The third has many rabbits, seagulls and cows”.  However, we do not 
get discouraged, even though here-writes good Fr. Costamagna-no one speaks of anything except 
“interest”:  “We suffer and sweat for interest and we  should not do anything for the great interest 
of Paradise”. 2 

 
The seed of the educational charism, fraught with songs of life, peace, attention to the poverties 
of the young, falls into a land thirsting for life and justice. It is a fertile  land, one that is harsh, but 
fruitful. Simplicity, cordiality, hospitality proper to the Uruguayan culture facilitates enculturation of 
the Mornesian spirit that enfolds with joy the multiple sacrifices and extreme poverty of the 
origins:  “Where are we ?  We are in the house of the Sisters, they tell us; and, in fact, we 
discover a little house in the midst of a forest, and then the Sisters who run to greet us.  They 
made us feel at home, in Italian and American style, and there followed two days of celebration”.  
It was a style of  relationship that characterized the American Mornese , which has been 
maintained  through time: “I arrived in Uruguay as a missionary in 1955.  No one knew me and I 
did not know anyone, however, I was well-received and welcomed, notwithstanding my 
poverty…The superior, Sr. Iris Piccini, showed me her affection.  I believe that this spirit of 
welcome is a typical characteristic of the way of being of the people of Uruguay”. 5. 

 
Before the publication of the letters of Mother Mazzarello, testify the Uruguayan Sisters in the first 
volume of that interesting publication entitled Women Who Make History 6 –there was no way of 
knowing in depth the style of community animation that translated the Preventive system into the 
feminine  and enriched it with original contributions.  Yet, various Sisters incarnated the style of 
maternity proper to  Mother Mazzarello and the first Sisters  for many years, and not only at the 

time of the origins: “ I made my religious profession in 1963 and I experienced the joy of sharing the 
mission with my Sisters.  Work and prayer forged in me the strength of an evangelical woman.  
Just as in a family there is no lack of difficulties, love was stronger and we shared everything.  The 
superior Sr. Ernestina Carro, by whom we all felt appreciated and loved, helped us.” 
 
“I began as a student and now I am the animator in an FMA school.  The climate of an FMA house 
is special because of the growth of the person that is inspired.  I believe that the Preventive 
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System offers a particular aspect because the face of feminine love more greatly empowers 
reason.  From the feminine point of view, it has another way of showing itself.” 
 
Even though all the testimonies cannot always confirm this constant educational amiability, the 
need to live the Mornesian spirit faithfully, in the constant socio-cultural  context, continues to 
permeate the new paths , through trial and suffering. This is done step by step, the seeking of 
new ways: “I am presently in a community at Rivera, and I can say that there have been many 
changes and life is unfolding in a very different context…we participate more in the life of the town 
and of people.” 
 
“Living in relationship  with the people requires a continual detachment and exercise of evangelical 
discernment and solidarity.  All this reawakens in all of us the capacity for sharing, dialoguing, 
freely expressing self, making decisions together and growing in the family spirit.” 
Simplicity, the spirit of sacrifice, but also taking the initiative, openness of mind, the capacity to 
listen, the solidarity with Angela Vallese, Giovanna Borgna, Angela De Negri, Teresina 
Mazzarello,Teresa Gedda, Angela Cassulo…opened the way to a prophetic community, rooted in a 
profound rapport with Christ and concrete attention to the poverty of a culture marked by 
secularism and rationalism.  “Be brave my good Sisters; Jesus must  be all your strength” 
,encouraged Mother Mazzarello.  The prophecy of the charism requires mysticism and competence 
to testify today to the fidelity to a plan of God being  realized in time.  It is an entrustment lived in 
poverty and with limits, but unified in the one movement of love  that renders us “prophetic 
because mystic”. 
 
 
Lettera delle prima missionarie a madre Mazzarello, 14 dicembre 1877, in CAVAGLIÀ P. e COSTA A. (a cura 
di) Orme di vita tracce di futuro LAS Roma 1996, 205. 
2 Ivi 209. 
3 Lettera di sr Virginia Magone a madre Mazzarello, 2 febbraio 1879, in Orme, 273. 
4 Così si definisce l’Ispettoria Uruguayana per aver ricevuto le prime missionarie provenienti da Mornese 
: cf INSTITUTO DE LAS HIJAS DE MARIA AUXILIADORA ,Mujeres que hacen historia 1, 25. 
5 Testimonianza di H.P.M. riportata in Mujeres, 30. 
6 Pubblicazione in 14 testi che ricostruisce la memoria storica delle ispettorie di America Latina attraverso 
una metodologia investigativa che ha coinvolto direttamente le comunità aprendo prospettive di futuro 
in fedeltà al carisma delle origini. 
7 Mujeres 27. 
8 Testimonianza di H.R.P. in Mujeres, 28. 
9 Testimonianza di P.B. in Mujeres, 29. 
10 Ivi, 29. 
11 Testimonianza di H.M.L. in Mujeres, 41. 
12 Testimonianza della comunità di Paisandù in Mujeres, 139. 
13 Cf Mujeres, 106. 
14 L 22 a sr Angela Vallese, 9 aprile1879. 
15 Circolare 912. 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                                  
 


